This review covers the five themes of the Temporal Turn: Art and Speculation in Contemporary Asia , and suggests the greatest achievement of the exhibition, while also offering suggestions to improve its impact. The paper also delves into the rapid changes in Asia over the past 50 years, including political, cultural, and population transformation, tying them to specific works in the exhibition. The article selects artworks in Temporal Turn emphasizing these large, rapid changes made by contemporary Asian artists.
viewer right in the middle of these three states. The result of six years of field work and research by Spencer curator Kris Ercums, Temporal Turn congregates work by twenty-six artists, four of whom, Rohini Devasher, Konoike Tomoko, Park Jaeyoung, and Sahej Rahal, served as artists-in-residence, creating site specific works for the exhibition. The 1 exhibition, divided up into the themes of Pulse , highlighting biological art; The Edge of Infinity , investigating the interactions between space, time, and mathematics; Mythopoeia , examining the meeting point of art and ingrained cultural myths;
Human/Posthuman/Inhuman , predicting the future of the human race, as well as life forms after or non-human; and Anthropocene , depicting the human impact on the natural world, collectively presents a close examination of our current times, past events, and future happenings. Although overwhelming in its wide range and number of sub-themes, Temporal Turn is categorized this way to highlight how the artists approach the exhibition's overarching themes of time and speculation. One of the exhibition's main themes, time, should be considered with what Ercums cites as deep time, or time past human understanding. Temporal Turn , by upsetting the linear, forward velocity of time, also entertains a speculative view of the universe. Through five themes, Temporal Turn shares the artistic response to rapid change, while also offering an opportunity to reflect on time and contemplate the future.
Layering themes of time and change from the initial sculpture at the front of the museum to the final artwork, Temporal Turn works to separate the viewer from time and reality, providing its audience the chance to analyze the world on various levels.
Approaching the museum's eastern entrance, the viewer's first separation from time, and invitation to speculate the present condition, originates in Sahej Rahal's Children of Days .
The artist described the work, made from found objects around the city of Lawrence and covered in colored cement, as "ruins from the future." The work's strategic location as the 
